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Release Notes 2014-02-25
Config db ntf: 20140225104500

Analyze db ntf: 20140225104500
Help db ntf: 20140225104500 / Content: 20140225104500

Windows Version: 4.0.12 :: MAC OS X Version: 2.0.45 :: Linux Version: 2.0.42
Eclipse Plugin: 2.0.2

Major Improvements: Fixed Sametime Meeting server "Use HTTPS protocol" option, Fix SSL Proxy field not being cleared in locations, Fixed 
wrong display of "not licensed" in backup Actions, Titles in all documents are now fully trimmed, Fixed broken links in Help database, MC 

Upgrade 3.4.0.0, Fixed two issues for GroupExplorer Automate

General Notes

Supported IBM Lotus Notes releases: 5.x, 6.x, 7.x, 8.x, up to 9.0.1 including the IBM Notes Browser Plugin
(Administrators need at least IBM Lotus Notes 8.x, preferably Windows)
Supported client-side operating systems: Microsoft Windows XP, 2003, 2008, Vista, 7, 8, and Citrix/WTS, Apple Intel Mac OS X 10.5-
10.8 (Leopard, Snow Leopard, Lion and Mountain Lion), Linux
Supported server-side operating systems: any supported by IBM (operating system independent)
NOTE: Support is limited for platform and release combinations not supported by IBM

Linux & Mac OS X: Eclipse Management, Skinning, Realtime, Zip/Unzip and Attachment Blocking are not available on Linux or Mac OS 
X;
Citrix, Linux & Mac OS X: the MarvelClient Upgrade module is only available on Windows (=not on Citrix, Linux or Mac OS X)
MarvelClient on Mac OS X and Linux does not support the runtypes "After Login - After Write", "On first server access", "Background - 
Init" and "Background" - any such actions must be set to run at a different supported runtype, e.g. "After Login"

IMPORTAN
T NOTES

This release contains select important updates highlighted in red

Configuration Database

FIX Fixed a problem where setting the Sametime Meeting Server "use HTTPS protocol" option did not lead to any changes on clients

FIX Fixed a problem where Proxy_SSL was not cleared in locations documents on clients after clearing or hiding the corresponding field in 
the MarvelClient Config database

FIX Fixed a problem where JobBackup Actions displayed "not licensed" for Analyze Only licenses

FIX Fixed a problem where the "Modify Conditions in selected Actions" agent did not properly parse the unchanged option

FIX GroupExplorer (GE) Automate: Fixed two issues that prevented automatic distribution of new icons/databases

CHANGE The title field in Actions, Conditions, ... etc. is now fully trimmed to remove leading, trailing and duplicate spaces

Analyze Database

FIX Fixed a problem where initial upload documents did not display the uploading username properly

MarvelClient Help

FIX Fixed broken link for release notes view

FIX Fixed URL links to panagenda knowledge base (http://kbase*)

UPDATE Updated release notes; includes updating the important General Notes section to reflect that MarvelClient on Mac & Linux supports the 
runtype "After login - before sync" for backup and profile document management Actions.
NOTE that MarvelClient currently doesn't support the use of Conditions in that RunType.

MarvelClient Upgrade

SURunAs.
au3 (3.3.0.1)

Fixed a problem where the domain name was not being used for when re-mapping drives

SURunAs.
au3 (3.3.0.5)

Ensured that both %MC_UPGRADEDIRECTORY% and %MC_MYUPGRADEDIRECTORY% can be used for both the log file path 
and DeferralFilesMustExist*

SURunAs.
au3 (3.4.0.0)

Ensured that OS environment variables can be used for all relevant MCUpgrade.ini parameters

MCUpgrade.
exe (3.3.0.3)

Added OS environment variable support forRemoveShortCutsAlsoInDirectory, UnInstallExec* and InstallExec*
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MCUpgrade.
exe (3.3.0.5)

Ensured that both %MC_UPGRADEDIRECTORY% and %MC_MYUPGRADEDIRECTORY% can be used for the log file path

MCUpgrade.
exe (3.4.0.0)

Ensured that OS environment variables can be used for all relevant MCUpgrade.ini parameters

Eclipse Plugin

Eclipse 
Plugin 
(2.0.2)

- No Changes -

.DLL Updates (Windows)

.DLL (4.0.12) - No Changes -

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

.dylib 
(2.0.45)

- No Changes -

.so Updates (Linux)

.so (2.0.42) - No Changes -
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